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The Poem's Connection
with lts Audience



A SUCCESSFUL POEM IS VOICED INTO A LIVING AND

compelling presence. This convincing representation of a

speaker may be created by force, or intellectual subtlet¡ or com-

panionability) or even by eccentricit¡ but it must initiate a bond

of trust that incites further listening. That presence in voice is

not always "intimate" in a warm, "best friend" kind of wa¡ but

the reader must be impressed that the speaker is a complex, inter-

esting individual who is intriguingly committed to what she is

saying, and how she is saying it.

Such presence is only sometimes created by brevity. Many

gurus on the craft of writing declare that a writer should "make

every word count." Yet in poetry) often the charm of voice is

more important than economy. After all, most of our daily inter-

changes don't convey information in an economical manner.
'W'hen we say "'W'hat's upl" or "Looks like rainr" our speech isn't

really about conveyinginformation,but about signaling to the lis-

tener that someone is present and accessible-open to conversa-

tion. They are gestures ofpresence. How about them Seahawksl

All day every da¡ those "uhs" and "ers" and "likes" pep-

per and salt our spoken interchanges. These "inefficiencies" of
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speech serve a purpose in building tone and voice; they "warm"

and humanize poetic speech; and they have their own prosodic

contribution to make to poems. These interruptives, asides, idi-

oms, rhetorical questions, declaratives, etc., float through our

sentences like packing material, which in a sense they are-they

pack and cushion and modulate the so-called "contents" of our

communications. And this technically "inessential language"

creates an atmosphere of connectedness, of relationality.

Consider, for example, this list of words and phrases we use

in conversation-inessential in information, perhaps, but highly

effective in establishing an environment of companionable

warmth. To use these gestures in poetic writing is to make the

poem more oral, you could say, than literary; more spoken than

written. Such spoken colloquial additives are one key to a poetic

voice that connects:
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We can see this kind of conversational, gestural communion-

making in the opening of Mark Halliday's poem "Population":

Isn't it nice that everyone has a grocery list

we all have agrocery list on the refrigerator door;

at any given time there are thirty million lists in America

that say BREAD. Isn't it nice

not to be alone in this. Sometimes

you visit someone's house for the first time

and you spot the list taped up on a kitchen cabinet

and you think Yes, we're all in this together.

TOILET PAPER. No getting around it.

Nice to think of us all

unwrapping the new rolls at once,

forty thousand of us at any given moment.

"Isn't it nice. Yes, we're all in this together. No getting around

it. Nice to think of us all . . ."-611s may detect an underþing

irony in the speaker's assertion of communit¡ but these vocal

gestures are effective enough to pull us deeper into the poem.

This speaker may turn out to be a "confidence man" with a trick

up his sleeve, but we are attracted by such familiar flavors of

speech, the way that bees are attracted to the blue juice of a melt-

ing popsicle.
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Here's the thing

well, you see

say what you like

ifyou say so

I'm the kind of person who

know what I meanl

why botherl

anyway

hang on a sec

don't worry

laugh if you like

sure enough

in other words

The specific lexicon of such speech additives and asides may

change from decade to decade or according to region, class, and

generation, but our daily speech is crowded with them, and they

are an important element in creating the atmosphere of much

contemPorary Poetry.
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Notice, in the opening of Maurice Manning's poem 'î Blas-

phem¡" how few words contain significant information. Its

phrases, many of them, are scant in meaning but rich in the cre-

ation of intimacy designed to warm and to draw the reader into

a receptive auditory state. To begin with, the poem is addressed

to the reader: '1You."

You wouldn't have believed it, how

the man, a little touched perhaps,

set his hands together and prayed

for happiness, yet not his own;

he meant his people, by which he meant

not people reall¡ but trees and cows,

the dirty horses, dogs, the fox

who lived at the back of his place with her kits,

and the very night who settled down

to rock his place to sleep, . . .

The proponents of aesthetic economy may declare that "every

word should countr" but what about "You wouldn't have believed

it" and "a little touched perhaps"ì These asides and insertions

have more to do with the connection between speaker and reader

than the narrative.

If we separate out the "inessential" words from Manning's

sentence, we get a more economical but less homey narrative:
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The man prayed for happiness-

not his own but happiness for

trees and cows and dirty horses.

The story is still here, and even much of Manning's rhythmic

storytelling cadence, but the listener is now excluded from the

storytelling relationship and from the warm firelight of the sto-

ryteller's voice.

Poetic intimacy means conf.ding,butthe speakerwe find ourselves

in relationship with is not always conventionally nice or friendly.

Another contemporary poet who excels in the mode of the con-

fidential voice is Lisa Lewis, whose poems are tough and unsen-

timental in their monologues of women's lives and hardship. Yet

though her worldview is unromantic, Lewis's frank speaker can

create a confidential atmosphere through just a few gestures.

Here is how Lewis begins the poem "While I'm Walking":

Sometimes I like to tell people how they should live.

I think because I know a few secrets I have the answers

To everything, and that's not true. But sometimes the

people

I speak to in my overbearing way listen, tilting

Their heads a little, implying that they're not ready yet

To take my talk at face value. . . .

The small speech gestures that create an air of casualness are

þs¡s-"gornetimes I like tor" "I thinkr" "I know a few." But
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Lewis's voice fosters intimacy in another way too: the quick

revelation of plainspoken selÊknowledge. In the declaration of

the five-beat first line-¡vith its acknowledgment of arrogance,

error, and imperfection-qis þ¡6s/ 'we are in the presence of a

truly interesting and brutally selÊhonest character. That bold

frankness is followed by her confession of her "overbearing"

marlner, and an additional, almost comic description of the skep-

tical body language of persons subjected to her lectures on life.

This is a wonderful way to start a Poem' and, sneakil¡ the tab-

leau also mirrors the rãlationship between poet and reader. Like

the listeners in her anecdote, the reader-narrator encounter is

itself a real-time contract-in-the-making, one in which the nar-

rator asks trust of a dubious listener, then has to Prove herself

viorthy of such trust. As we wade into this Poem) we are decid-

ing whether or not to stay and listen to this speaker v¿ith her

"overbearing" *^y.
A little later in the same poem) the speaker tells an anecdote

that is similarly revealing of her self-knowledge, and unapolo-

getically honest about her own flawed character:

Once I saw a man get mad because two people asked him

The same question. The second didn't even know of the

first;

Anyone would've called the man unfair, unreasonable,

He stormed at the person who approached him

That unfortunate second time, and it was nothing,
'Where's the restroomì or'Where could I find a telephonel

He was a clerk, and the second person' a shopper,

suggested
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He "change his attitude" . .

But though it ruined their day it improved mine, I could rest

Less alone in anger and wounded spirits. That was long ago,

Lewis's plain linguistic style might be described as "prosaic,"

that is, verbose and unpoetic, yet it compels us because her

speaker tells more truth than we usually get, and she does so

with a bluntness that tests the conventions of decorum. Lewis is a

narrative-discursive poet in style, not a poet of lyrical language,

but there is a rþthmic, businesslike terseness in her storytell-

ing and thinking that is riveting in its purposeful informality.

Her speaker captivates us for the duration of whatever she wants

to say. That's what a voice poet wants to do: hook us and then

escort us deep into the interior of the poem, which is also the

interior of the poet, which is also the interior of the world.

In a world where, socially, we often feel stranded on the sur-

face of appearances, people go to poems for the fierce, uncen-

sored candor they provide, the complex, unflattering, often

ambivalent way they stare into the middle of things. In a world

where, as one poet says, "people speak to each other mostly for

profit," it is exhilarating to listen to a voice that is practicing dis-

closure without seeking advantage. That is intimate.
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For exercises corresponding n this chapter, please see page /24


